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It has recently been reported that ion thermal transport
levels in enhanced con�nement tokamak plasmas have been

observed to fall below the \irreducible minimum level" pre-

dicted by standard neoclassical theory. This apparent con-
tradiction is resolved in the present analysis by relaxing the

basic neoclassical assumption that the ions orbital excursions

are much smaller than the local toroidal minor radius and the
equilibrium scale lengths of the system.

PACS: 52.25.Fi, 52.55.-s, 52.65.-y

The striking improvement of plasma con�nement
to neoclassical levels was �rst theoretically predicted
for a reversed magnetic shear con�guration [1] and
subsequently con�rmed in recent tokamak experi-
ments [2{4]. In the so-called enhanced reversed shear
(ERS) regime [2], the core ion thermal conductivity
was actually observed to fall below the standard neo-
classical level which was widely accepted as the irre-
ducible minimum. The source of this apparent contra-
diction lies in the fact that the experimental conditions
in the ERS regime correspond to situations where the ion
poloidal gyroradius �p can be comparable in magnitude
or even greater than the equilibrium pressure gradient
scale length Lp and/or the local minor radius r. This
violates a basic assumption in the standard neoclassical
formalism and establishes the need for a revised theory
where �p can be of the same order of magnitude as Lp

and/or r. This is accomplished in the present analy-
sis, and the associated analytical and gyrokinetic particle
simulation results are shown to be in agreement with key
con�nement trends observed in ERS plasmas.
The standard neoclassical theory assumption that the

ion poloidal gyroradius is much smaller than the local
minor radius and the equilibrium scale lengths allows the
expansion of the equilibriumdistribution function around
a local Maxwellian which is de�ned as a function of the
ux surface. However, due to the combination of high
central q (safety factor) and small local inverse aspect
ratio (r=R0 with R0 being the tokamak major radius),
the ion poloidal gyroradius can in fact be larger than the
minor radius and comparable to the pressure gradient
scale length in the ERS regime. Hence, both the trapped
particle fraction and the banana width estimates can be
signi�cantly modi�ed.
In the present analysis, the newly derived form for the

neoclassical ion heat conductivity is found to be strongly
reduced by �nite banana width dynamics in the ERS
regime. Important properties which need to be taken

into account in an appropriate theoretical model include:
(a) ion banana width is nearly constant close to the mag-
netic axis and (b) counter-moving ions have a minimum
trapped fraction and all co-moving ions are trapped. In
the usual neoclassical picture, outward ion heat conduc-
tivity results from energy ux imbalance between the in-
ward moving slow (lower energy) particles and the out-
ward moving fast (higher energy) particles. When the
�nite orbit width is taken into account, the outward ion
heat conductivity is signi�cantly reduced because this
modi�cation is much stronger on the fast particles (i.e.,
net energy outow reduced). Therefore, the ion heat
conductivity �i decreases for smaller minor radius where
orbit e�ects are strongest. In the following, it will be
demonstrated that analytic results from a random-walk
type argument and global gyrokinetic particle simula-
tions using the GNC code [5] yield favorable agreement
with key trends from the experimental measurements.
In an axisymmetric system, the guiding center trajec-

tories are de�ned by the conservation of magnetic mo-
ment, �, energy, ", and toroidal canonical angular mo-
mentum, p, i.e.,

�
�B + 1

2
mv2

k
+ e� = "

R(mv� + eA�) = p
(1)

where B is the magnetic �eld, m is the particle mass, e
is the charge, v� is the toroidal component of the parallel
velocity vk, � is the electrostatic potential, R is the dis-
tance from the geometric center, and � denotes toroidal
angle in the plasma current direction. The toroidal mag-
netic vector potential A� is related to the poloidal mag-
netic �eld B� = r�A� .
In analyzing the dynamics of interest, it is convenient

to consider a high aspect ratio torus with concentric
ux surfaces and a constant q pro�le with constant �.
The focus here is on the orbit topology of single energy
(mv2=2) particles at a reference point of minor radius r
and poloidal angle � = 0 (magnetic �eld minimum). The
usual de�nition of a trapped particle is one for which
vk = 0 somewhere along the orbit. The banana width4b

and trapped fraction ft are determined by the behavior
of barely trapped particles with vk = 0 at the inside mid-
plane (� = �). In the limit of 4b � r, standard analysis
of Eq.(1) yields,

�
ft =

p
2�

4b =
p
8�q=�1=2

(2)

where � = r=R0 and � = v=
 with 
 � eB=m.
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Now consider the critical region, 4b � r, where the
familiar expressions given by Eq. (2) are invalid. First,
note that the banana width increases when the reference
point moves toward the magnetic axis. Hence, care must
be taken to satisfy the basic constraint that the orbit ex-
cursion cannot be larger than the local minor radius at
the outermost point of the orbit. For a small value of r,
it is possible for the guiding center to pass through the
magnetic axis at a local minor radius. Then, the banana
width is equal to this local minor radius, i.e., it becomes
the maximumbanana width of the system. Secondly, the
trapped orbit in this region is now re-de�ned as one in
which a particle cannot travel around the poloidal angle.
Because the guiding center drift does not cancel at each
half of the orbit, this orbit can have a large radial ex-
cursion. Thus, it makes a large contribution to di�usion
even though its parallel velocity vk may not change sign
along the orbit. Near the magnetic axis, all co-moving
particles (vk > 0) are trapped because the guiding center
drift velocity is larger than the poloidal component of the
parallel velocity. The counter-moving particle (vk < 0)
has a minimumvelocity space pitch angle at the trapped-
passing boundary.
In order to quantify the deviation from the usual neo-

classical transport estimates, we begin by considering
barely trapped counter-moving particles which are ini-
tially located at the magnetic axis with parallel velocity
vk0 < 0. Such particles have zero parallel velocity at the
inside mid-plane (� = �) and later intercept the outer
mid-plane (� = 0) at minor radius r = 4max with paral-
lel velocity vk > 0. The maximum banana width 4max

and minimum trapped fraction fmin can be calculated
from Eq. (1),

4max =
(1 +

p
5)

21=3
(q2�2R0)

1=3; (3)

fmin �
jvk0j
v

= (
2q�

R0

)1=3: (4)

It is then clear that at minor radius 4max, the or-
bit topology begins to deviate from the usual neoclas-
sical picture. For r < 4max, the banana width and
trapped fraction are roughly constant and independent
of local �. Furthermore, the ion collisionality parame-
ter, ��i � ��3=2

p
2qR0=(vth�i) with vth �

p
2T=m being

the thermal velocity and �i the ion Braginskii time, is �-
nite and falls well within the banana regime for the ERS
plasmas provided the actual trapped fraction is properly
taken into account.
The usual estimates for the di�usion of passing (un-

trapped) particle guiding center orbits (P�rsch-Schluter
transport) and for gyroradius di�usion (classical trans-
port) remain valid in the core ERS regime. However,
the di�usion of trapped particles (banana transport) is
expected to be dramatically changed due to the �nite or-
bit width dynamics. In order to properly analyze such

e�ects, the standard neoclassical formalism has been re-
vised by relaxing the constraint that the ion orbital ex-
cursions must be smaller than the local minor radius and
the equilibrium scale lengths of plasma. Results from gy-
rokinetic particle simulations based on this new formal-
ism are strikingly di�erent from the usual banana regime
estimate and in reasonable agreement with experimental
trends observed in ERS plasmas. Before displaying these
numerical results, it is appropriate to �rst present useful
analytical estimate for these important large orbit modi-
�cations. Signi�cant physical insight can be gained from
estimates of the ion energy ux Q in the banana regime
using the standard random walk approximation, i.e.,

Q = �

Z 1

0

ft
42

�eff

@f

@r

mv2

2
4�v2dv; (5)

where f is the ion guiding center distribution function,4
is the random walk step size and �eff = f2t =� is the e�ec-
tive collision time with � being the ion collision frequency,
and � is a simple constant which normalizes Q to the
standard neoclassical banana transport value calculated
in the limit of small banana width. Since the tempera-
ture gradient scale length (LT ) in ERS plasmas is much
larger than the actual ion orbit width, local Maxwellian
distribution can be assumed. Then the ion thermal con-
ductive transport from Eq. (5) becomes

Q = �
�tnT

�i

Z 1

0

42

ft
e�x(x� 3

2
)dx (6)

with normalized energy x = (v=vth)
2. This results was

obtained with a Lorentz collision model of the form, C =
�(v)L̂, where L̂ is the pitch angle scattering operator, and
�(v) = 3

p
2�=(4�i)(vth=v)

3. It is useful here to introduce
an expression for the minor radius transition point for
particles with thermal energy; i.e., Eq. (3) gives

r0 � 4max(v = vth) =
(1 +

p
5)

21=3
(q2�2iR0)

1=3; (7)

where �i = vth=
. In terms of typical TFTR ERS plasma
parameters, r0 � 20cm. The normalized particle energy
now becomes x = (4max=r0)

3 with the normalized minor
radius de�ned by

x0 � (
r

r0
)3: (8)

When x � x0, the particles reach their maximumbanana
width, and the orbit topology becomes di�erent from the
usual neoclassical picture . Therefore, the velocity space
integral in Eq. (6) can be separated into two parts. Low
energy particles (x < x0) have the conventional step size,
4 = q�=

p
r=R0, and trapped fraction, ft =

p
r=R0,

while high energy particles (x > x0) have constant step
size, 4 = q�=

p
4max=R0, and trapped fraction, ft =p

4max=R0. Equation. (6) then yields the result
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Q = �
�tnT

�i

�2i q
2

2�3=2
[1� e�x0(x0 + 1)]: (9)

Accordingly, our analytical estimate for the �nite-orbit-
modi�ed neoclassical ion heat conductivity in the banana
regime becomes:

�bai = �neoi [1� e�x0(x0 + 1)]; (10)

where �neoi = 0:66��3=2q2�2i =�i is the standard neoclas-
sical ion heat conductivity [6,7]. The correction factor,
f � 1 � e�x0 (x0 + 1), is shown in the Fig. 1. It is also
of interest to note here that negative magnetic shear has
a favorable e�ect on the orbit topology. Speci�cally, if
q � r�n, then 4max � "1=(2n+3), a relationship �rst
pointed out by Stix [8]. The contribution from the high
energy particles to the integral in Eq. (6) decreases when
the dependence of the maximumbanana width on energy
is weaker. Therefore, the negative magnetic shear helps
to reduce the neoclassical ion heat conductivity in the
core region.
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FIG. 1. Finite orbit width correction to standard neoclas-

sical ion heat conductivity from Eq. (10).
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FIG. 2. Comparison of theoretical estimates of �i with ex-

perimental data. The solid line represents results of numerical
solutions to the random walk model of Eq. (5), analytic results

from Eq. (10) are represented by the dashed line, the dot-

ted-dashed line represents the usual neoclassical results, and
dotted line represents the P�rsch-Schluter transport. Rep-

resentative TFTR ERS experimental results are shown with

error bars.

The total ion collisional heat conductivity is giving by

�i = �bai + �psi + �cli (11)

with �bai being the focus of our present analysis, �psi =
1:58(1 � ft)q

2�2i =�i representing the P�rsch-Schluter
transport [6], and �cli = �2i =�i being the classical trans-
port [9]. In the core region of ERS plasmas, the ion heat
conductivity is close to the P�rsch-Schluter level which is
in turn much larger than the classical transport because
of the high central q. Comparisons of the theoretical es-
timates for �i vs. representative TFTR ERS results are
shown in Fig. 2. In contrast to the usual neoclassical
values which strongly increase with decreasing minor ra-
dius, the �nite orbit width analytic results from Eq. (10)
and numerical results from Eq. (5) indicate a decreasing
trend. This is in reasonable agreement with the earlier
published TFTR ERS results [2] and even more strik-
ingly with recent more comprehensive data analysis of the
same representative discharge. Note also that the exper-
imental trend begins to track the P�rsch-Schluter level
when �bai properly becomes negligibly small at smaller
plasma radii.
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FIG. 3. Numerical and analytic estimates for �i in arbi-

trary units.

In order to validate the results from the random walk
analysis, fully toroidal particle simulations using the gy-
rokinetic neoclassical code (GNC) [5] have been carried
out. Since the temperature gradient scale length in ERS
plasmas is much larger than the actual ion orbit width,
the usual expansion around a local Maxwellian is justi�ed
and thus allows the use of a noise-reduction �f scheme.
The nonlinear gyrokinetic delta-f formalism [10,11] al-
lows a rigorous treatment of both �nite ion orbit width
dynamics and a Fokker-Planck collision operator conserv-
ing momentum and energy. In the simulations, the guid-
ing center distribution function is calculated by integrat-
ing the exact marker particles trajectories. The energy
ux is calculated by the standard procedure of multiply-
ing each particle energy by its radial drift velocity. Thus
both banana and P�rsch-Schluter di�usion are measured.
The calculated ion thermal transports are not sensitive
to the initial loading of the particles or the initial con-
ditions. The simulation results, which are presented in
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Fig. 3, support the trends from the random walk analysis
shown in Fig. 2 and indicate that the ion heat conduc-
tivity decreases to roughly the P�rsch-Schluter level in
the ERS core regime. Moreover, if the key full ion orbit
width dynamics are suppressed, the simulations recover
the standard neoclassical results.
Despite the fact that estimates using the random walk

models giving by Eq. (5) and Eq. (10) provide valuable
physics insight and are well supported by the gyroki-
netic particle simulations, it is nevertheless of interest
to pursue an analytic derivation of neoclassical transport
including �nite orbit width dynamics. The equilibrium
state with �nite orbit width can be readily obtained us-
ing the principle of maximumentropy, and is found to be
a global shifted-Maxwellian in an isolated system,

f = exp(a+ b"+ cp); (12)

where a, b and c are numerical constants. This equi-
librium state is characterized by uniform temperature
and toroidal rotation, and no transport driven by ion-
ion collisions. The characteristic density has the form,
n(	) = exp(�� + �	), with 	 being the poloidal mag-
netic ux and �, � numerical constants. Because the
density can be of arbitrary pro�le, the associated elec-
trostatic potential can be of any form subject to the con-
straint of ion radial force balance. Thus, the equilibrium
state derived here contains the orbit squeezing e�ect as-
sociated with the shear of the radial electric �eld [12]. For
this constant temperature equilibrium, the poloidal ow
can be shown to be zero, and the orbit squeezing e�ect
accordingly does not change the neoclassical ows. The
orbit squeezing e�ect on a general driven steady state
(i.e. non-equilibrium state) is still a topic of ongoing de-
bate [13,14]. Furthermore, when electron dynamics are
considered in this model, it is found that the bootstrap
current and ambipolar particle ux are consistent with
the usual neoclassical results for any value of �p=Lp.
In a general driven system, the steady state is the so-

lution to a variational problem of minimum collisional
entropy production subject to the constrains of external
sources. Since it is not a zero entropy production state,
transport can be driven by ion-ion collisions. In the case
of constant temperature considered here, this means par-
ticle ux can be driven even though like-species collisions
conserve momentum. Physically, this is a result of the
conservation of toroidal angular momentum and its am-
plitude can be estimated accordingly ; i.e,

�i=�neo � �
�i

�neoi

(
mi

me

)1=2
�p

r

�p

Ln

(13)

where �i is the neoclassical viscosity and �neo is the usual
neoclassical ambipolar ux. Here � measures the degree
of deviation from the equilibrium state and is de�ned as,

� = ��u
�n

u�

uneo
(14)

where u� is the toroidal mass ow, �u = �d lnu�=dr,
�n = �d lnn=dr, and uneo = �p�nvth=2. This scaling
is similar to that obtained in very early classical trans-
port studies [15] of particle ux arising from like-species
collisions. Since � is very small in most ERS plasmas
of interest, it follows that steep density gradients do not
have a strong e�ect on the ion heat conductivity. The
orbit squeezing e�ects arising from the shear of the e�ec-
tive toroidal ow (cEr=B�) driven by the radial electric
�eld associated with the steep density gradient is small
because the scale length of this ow is, although com-
parable to �p, much larger than the actual ion banana
width. These results further support the conclusion from
the random walk calculations and the gyrokinetic simu-
lation results.
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